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tion that temperatures greater than the nominal boiling temperature
ABSTRACT (Tb) correspond to the absence of liquid water, the heat conduction

To safely and permanently store high-level nuclear waste, the poten- models have been used to estimate the minimum time that WPs
tial Yucca Mountain repository site must mitigate the release and remain dry.
transport of radionuclides for tens of thousands of years. In the
failure scenario of greatest concern, water would contact the waste Nitao considered details of temperature, saturation, and gas-
package (WP), accelerate its failure rate, and eventually transport phase composition in the hydrothermally disturbed zone using a
radionuclides to the water table. In a concept called the "extended- model that assumed the repository to be infinite in areal extent. 3
dry repository," decay heat arising from radioactive waste extends the Using a model that averages the repository heat load over a 3-km-
time before liquid water can contact a WP. Recent modeling and diameter disk, Tsang and Pruess conducted repository-scale calcula-
theoretical advances in nonisothermal, multiphase fracture-matrix flow tions with an emphasis on thermally driven natural convection,a Using
have demonstrated (1) the critical importance of capillary pressure a similar 3-km-diameter, disk-shaped model of the repository, we
disequilibrium between fracture and matrix flow, and (2) that radioac- considered a suite of repository-scale calculations, examining the
five decay heat plays a dominant role in the ability of the engineered hydrothermal response of the UZ to radioactive heat of decay for
and natural barriers to contain and isolate radionuclides. Our ana- 200,000 yr resulting from Areal Power Densities (APDs) ranging
lyses indicate that the thermo-hydrological performance of both the from 20 to 114 kW/acre for 30- and 60-yr-old spent nuclear fuel
unsaturated zone (UZ) and saturated zone (SZ) will be dominated by (SNF).5 Smaller disk-shaped repository areas were also modeled.
repository-heat-driven hydrothermal flow for tens of thousands of Calculations were made with a drift-scale model representing the
years. For thermal loads resulting in extended-dry repository condi- actual dimensions and spacings of drift-emplaced WPs and the
dons, UZ performance is primarily sensitive to the thermal properties emplacement drifts in order to examine the differences between the
and thermal loading conditions and much less sensitive to the highly detailed boiling and dry-out performance of the near-field with the
spatially and temporally variable ambient hydrologic properties and averaged performance predicted by the repository-scale model. The
conditions. The magnitude of repository-heat-driven buoyancy flow drift.scale model assumed an areaUy infinite repository with regularly
in the SZ is far more dependent on the total mass of emplaced spent spaced emplacement drifts. The repository-scale model calculations
nuclear fuel (SNF) than on the details of SNF emplacement, such as showed that edge-cooling effects at the repository perimeter affected
the Areal Power Density [(Al'D) expressed in kW/acre] or SNF age. temperatures and saturations in the outer third of the repository area.

For the inner two-thirds, the temperature and saturation histories were

INTRODUCTION effectively those of an areally infinite repository. Consequently, the
drift-scale calculations were found to be applicable to the inner two-

The Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project (YMP) of thirds of the repository area.
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is investigating the suitability
of the fractured, tuffaceous rocks occurring in the unsaturated zone Our previous works showed the duration of boiling conditions,
(UZ) at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, for high-level nuclear waste tbr,, tObe primarily dependent on the Areal Mass Loading (MI'U/acre)
storage. Prior to 1991, efforts in hydrological performance assess- of the repository and is much less sensitive to SNF age. For an APD
merit modeling largely focused on either far-field infiltration under of 114 kW/aere and 60-yr-old SNF, we calculated tbp = 10,000 yr at
ambient conditions or hydrothermal flow in the near-field waste pack- the center of the repository, with t_ = 5000 yr at the outer edge of
age (WP) environment. Numerical modeling studies have predicted the repository. We also found that boiling can result in a dry-out
the time-dependent temperature distribution within the emplacement zone extending 300 m vertically (200 m above and 100 m below the
boreholes or drifts and surrounding host rock for various repository repository horizon) and re-wetting of the repository horizon back to
design concepts, thermal loading conditions, and waste receipt and ambient conditions requiring 200,000 yr.
operating scenarios) '2 These studies involve either finite-element
codes of thermal radiation and heat conduction or spatial and tem- It is important to note that our previous works assumed the
poral superposition of heat conduction calculations to account for the water table to be at a fixed depth and at a constant temperature, caus-

L emplacement of individual heat sources over the operational life and ing the saturated zone (SZ) to act both as a heat sink and as a reser-
post-closure performance of the repository. Because these models do voir for re-wetting the dry-out zone. In this report we conduct calcu-
not account for fluid phase changes or heat transfer mechanisms other lations utilizing the same fixed-depth and constant-temperature
than thermal radiation or heat conduction, they cannot be used to assumptions for the water table. We also conduct an extensive suite

, explicitly predict dry-out performance. On the basis of the assump- of calculations with a model that explicitly represents hydrothermal
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flow in the upper 1000 m of the SZ in order to examine the impact of
our previous assumptions about the water table. In addition to inves- qf = _m(Ss-S_)Dm (1)
tigating the impact of SZ heat flow on hydrothermal performance in where Or, is the matrix porosity, S, is the maximum matrix saturation,
the UZ, we also examine the impact of repository-heat-driven Si is the initial matrix saturation, and Dm is the matrix imbibition
hydrothermal flow on the thermo-hydrologic performance of the SZ. diffusivity coefficient. If the flux qf into the fracture satisfies

qe_q_, the flow field is fracture-dominated, whereas if qf_q_, the
This report describes our modeling of the hydrothermal flow field is matrix-dominated and the system behaves as a single

response of the UZ and SZ to the radioactive heat of decay for equivalent porous medium with capillary equilibrium between fracture J
200,000 yr for APDs ranging from 20 to 114 kW/acre and 30- and and matrix. If the fracture entrance is ponded, the critical fracture
60-yr-old SNF with a burnup of 33,000 megawatt-days per metric ton hydraulic conductivity K_, or corresponding critical aperture b" from
of heavy initial metal (MWd/MTU). Two extreme SNF selection the "cubic" law, controls the flow behavior instead of the critical flux.
scenarios were also considered with the "oldest fuel first" (OFF) Rocks with fracture aperture b sufficiently large such that b3_b "_ "
scenario yielding an average fuel age and burnup of 26 years and have fracture-dominated flow, while rocks with fracture aperture
39,585 MWd/MTU and the "youngest fuel first" (YFF) scenario yield- sufficiently small such that b3_b °3 are matrix-dominated.
ing an average fuel age of 21 years and burnup of 43,573
MWd/MTU. Our models include boiling and condensation effects, Numerous performance assessment calculations have been car-
the convection of latent and sensible heat, and thermal radiation. The ried out for the potential Yucca Mountain repository site. Most of
implications of repository-heat-driven hydrothermal flow on site these have utilized a steady-state ECM that, for the assumed recharge
suitability/characterization, total system performance, and in situ test- fluxes, effectively consu'ains flow to be matrix-dominated. 8'1°Because
ing are discussed, of the very low km prevalent through most of the UZ, the steady-state

ECM calculations have repeatedly shown that matrix-dominated flow
Overview of Unsaturated Zone Hydrology at Yucca Mountain will not result in significant vertical wanstxa't of radionuclides. More-

over, field evidence indicates ria,atfracture-dominated flow can occur
Yucca Mountain consists of a series of variably fractured, to considerable depth. 11 Therefore, fracture-dominated flow is the

nonwelded to densely welded tuff units with an eastward tilt of 5 to only credible mechanism capable of bringing water to the WPs and
30 deg.6 The UZ thickness varies from 500 to 750 m. The potential transporting radionuclides to the water table. The impact of
repository location is in Topopah Spring (TSw2) moderately to repository-heat-driven hydrothermal flow on fracture-dominated flow
densely welded tuff, which is about 350 m below the ground surface is critical to repository performance.
and 225 m above the water table.7 Montazer and Wilson report the

absence of perennial streams at Yucca Mountain.6 Therefore, recharge 0 , , , I ' ' ' I ' ' ' • ' ' ' 1 .....
due to rainfall or snowmelt occurs episodically. TG'hN I _ -. ¢i- __,_ _

[,.The matrix properties of the hydrostratigraphic units at Yucca 50 \ PTn I ' = I -
Mountain are summarized by Klavetter and Peters.7 The units gen- "_ ""- - :r'--'-'l--

emily fall into two categories: (1) the welded tufts (TCw, TSwl, 100 i
I

TSw2, and TSw3) and the nonwelded zeolitized unit (CI-lnz), ali of I' I
which have low matrix permeability, km, and low-to-medium matrix TSw1 I
porosity, Ota,and (2) nonwelded vitric tufts of high km and ¢= (PTn 150 I
and CI-inv). The welded PPw has medium km and _m. The kms of _" : I

the nonwelded vitric tufts are 4 to 5 orders of magnitude greater than v _ lt

those of the welded tufts and the CHnz. _ 200 ......... ! i 'Infiltration at Yucca Mountain has been modeled with a one- _ 250 ii "
dimensional steady-state equivalent continuum model (ECM) for E . I
recharge fluxes of 0, 0.045, and 0.132 mm/yr, resulting in repository t TSw2 , = _I I
horizon saturations of 68, 85, and 95%, respectively (Fig. 1)J On the _
basis of the assumption of instantaneous capillary pressure equili- o_

brium between fracture and matrix, the ECM volume-averages the ] 350 CHnv
fracture and matrix into an equivalent (or effective) continuum. _ / \ _"
Saturation values obtained from the Reference Information Base _ ,_"-' --TSffO....... \ £_"
('RIB) are also included in Fig. 1.9 Notice the good agreement a 400 -..,_

between the saturation profile calculated for zero recharge flux and _117

the RIB values in the low-k,_ units (TCw, TSwl, TSw2, TSw3, _ RIB values _,_CHnz, and PPw). The RIB values are significantly higher than the 450
--- 0.132mmlyr "Hnz , . r.,jcalculated profile for the high-km units ft'Tri and CHnv). The samra- _ ' - _hl

tion profile in the small-km units is very sensitive to variations in 500 0.045 mm/yr

recharge flux. Because of their large km, the PTn and CHnv can sus- . _ 0.000 mm/yr _[[
taina relatively large steady-state recharge flux at small saturations.

Nonequilibrium fracture flow through the TCw, TSwl, TSw2, and 550 " ......... Pl:ht/ ......... - - -
TSw3 is a likely cause for the apparent inconsistency between the
RIB data in the PTn and CHnv and the saturation profile predicted by 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
the one-dimensional, steady-state ECM? Liquid saturation

Ni!aol° found that the flow behavior of a two-dimensional, Figure I. ECM-calculated liquid saturation profile for various steady-
unsaturated fracture-matrix system is characterized by a critical flux, state, one-dimensional recharge fluxes vs data from the Reference
q_, given by Information Base (RIB).7
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Given that liquid flow along preferential fracture flow paths nominal boiling point (Tb = 96°C), boiling first occurs along the frac-
provides the most likely means of generating adverse WP conditions ture faces, i.e., the perimeter of the matrix blocks, and proceeds in
and transporting radionuclides to the water table, three general toward the center of the matrix blocks. Because of the small km at
features or mechanisms tend to mitigate the potential release and tran- the repository horizon, boiling re.suits in large pg gradients (with pg
sport of radionuclides. The first is discontinuity in preferential frac- increasing from the perimeter to the center of the matrix blocks),

• ture flow paths. The second is liquid-phase dispersion in fracture net- causing a rise in the boiling temperature, ATb, above the nominal
works, which results as flow branches from a preferential fracture boiling point, Tb. Because Ps gradients increase with matrix block
pathway into lateral fractures. The third mechanism is fracutre-matrix size, ATb increases with matrix block size. Accordingly, boiling is
interaction. For thermal loading conditions that result in sub-boiling more suppressed in sparsely fractured regions and less suppressed in

, conditions, the predominant mode of fracture-matrix interaction is intensely fractured regions. For regularly spaced fractttres, the
capillary-driven fracture-to-matrix flow, called matrix imbibition. For volume of the dry-out zone was found to be proportional to k,ff'm/B,
APDs resulting in marginal boiling conditions, the variability in the where B is the effective fracture spacing, t't For the G-Tunnel test, B
heat generation rate among the WPs may result in condensate flow was apparently small enough (relative to km) that the effect of ATr,on
from hotter to cooler WPs, increasing rite adverse effects of fracture rock dry-out was negligible. The sensitivity of the dry-out volume to
flow. For higher APDs, boiling effects and enhanced imbibition fracture aperture, b, was also examined) 4 For b >20 tam, the
resulting from rock dry-out will signiticanfly add to the capacity of volume of the dry-out zone was found to be insensitive to b. For the
the UZ to retard fracture-dominated flow. fractures observed in G-Tunnel, flow resistance in the fractures does

not appear to throttle the rate of dry-out.
The characterization and assessment of fracture flow retardation

under sub-boiling or ambient conditions in the UZ at Yucca Mountain At early time, a small percentage of the water vapor that
are extremely formidable. The main problems arise from the very reaches the fracture network in the immediate vicinity of the WP
strongly nonlinear dependence of fracture flow on the highly hetero- flows back toward the emplacement drift (Fig. 2). Otherwise, most of
geneous distribution of fracture and matrix properties, uncertainty in the water vapor reaching the fracture network is driven (by higher PsS
characterizing net recharge flux under either current or future (wetter) in the boiling zone) away from the emp.lacement drift to where cooler
climate conditions, and the impracticality of incorporating the com- temperatures cause it to condense along fracture walls. Because the
plex details of variable aperture fracture networks in numerical small k m limits the rate of matrix imbibition, condensate drainage
models. The travel time for a wetting front traveling down a fracture down fractures persists for considerable distances before being
varies inversely with b6, where b is the fracture aperture,s Moreover, imbibed by the matrix. In the region below the boiling zone, conden-
the contrast between fracture and matrix permeability can exceed ten sate drainage is away from the boiling front (Fig. 2), enhancing the
orders of magnitude, rate of rock dry-out. Above the boiling zone, condensate tends to

drain back toward the boiling zone, thereby retarding the net rate of
For higher APDs, a large region of above boiling conditions dry-out (Fig. 2).

makes fracture flow at the repository horizon extremely unlikely.
Therefore, under long-term above-boiling conditions, hydrologic per- During the G-Tunnel test, regions above the heater were
forrnance is governed by the system's thermal loading conditions and observed to dry out more slowly than regions below the heater) 2
thermal properties. These factors can be more readily determined and Because vapor flow in fractures tends to be radially away from the
are much less variable than are many of the parameters associate_l
with the ambient hy_2ogeological system. Moreover, tmcause the
liquid flux associated with condensate generation is found to be much
greater than net recharge fluxes associated with pluvial climate condi-
tions, hydrologic performance under long-term above-boiling condi-
tions is much less sensitive to climatic variability. Because rite ther-
mal diffusivity is much larger than the re-wetting diffusivity of most
of the UZ, temperature tends to equilibrate back to ambient condi-
tions much more quickly than does matrix saturation. Consequently,
the matrix saturation within the dry-out zone extending above and
below the repository horizon will remain below ambient long after
boiling has ceased. Sub-ambient matrix saturations will add to the
capacity of the UZ to retard fracture flow during the post-boiling-
period.

Hydrothermal Flow at the Repository Horizon

Much of our currentunderstandingof repository-heat-driven
hydrothermal flow in unsaturated fractured tuff is based on observa-
tions made during the heater tests in G-Tunnel12 mad associated
modeling studies,ma For drift emplacement without backfill, the pri-
mary mode of heat transfer from the WP to the wall of the emplace-
ment drift is thermal radiation (Fig. 2). If backfill is present, heat
flow through the backfill will be dominated by heat conSuction.

Both the G-Tunnel heater test modeling analysis la and the per- Figure 2. Schematic of hydrothermal flow near the emplacement drift.
• formance analysis of repository-heat-driven hydrothermal flows have Rock dry.out occurs as boiling drives water vapor out of the rock matrix.

indicated that heat flow in the UZ will be dominated by heat conduc- Upon reaching the fracture network, vapor is driven away from the
tion. Because of the large bulk permeability of fracture networks, boiling zone to where cooler temperatttres cause it to condense along
gas-phase pressures, Ps, in the fractures remain very close to atmos- fracture walls. Because the small km limits therate of matrix imbibition,
pheric, even during boiling. Consequently, as temperatures reach the condensate drainage persists for considerable distances down fractures.



bulk hydraulic conductivity, Kb, of the equivalent medium are given
by:

Cb= Of+ (1- Or)Ore (2)

Sf0f + Sm(1 -- ¢t)Om
St, = (3)

¢f + (1- Of)era

Kb = Km(l-0r) + Kf0r (4)
i

where 0m,Sm, 0f, and Sf are the porosity and saturation of the matrix
and fractures, respectively. Because of the small Km in the UZ, Kb is
almost completely dominated by Kr and Offor most fracture spacings
and permeabilities,

In general, the ECM is appropriate for situations in which the
fracture spacing is small enough to result in a negligible lag, in the
wetting or drying response in the matrix relative to that of the frac-
tures. The use of the ECM implicitly assumes that flow resistance to
liquid and vapor flow between the fractures and matrix is negligible.
In the modeling analysis of the G-Tunnel heater test, the ECM-
calculated saturation profile compared very well with the measured
saturation in the dry-out zone.14 Apparently, the fracture spacing was
sufficiently small so thaL during boiling, the resistance to vapor flow
from matrix to fractttre was negligible. Although the ECM predicted
a pronounced rise in liquid saturation in the condensate zone, the O-
Tunnel data showed no significant rise in liquid saturation outside of
the boiling zone. With respect to matrix imbibition of condensate,

Figure 3. A "hydrothermalumbrella" is establi_ed along each of the the fractme spacing was not sufficiently small to validate the assump-
emplacement driftsbecause of condensate being shed off the top and tion of capillary pressure equilibrium in the condensate zone. More-
down the sides of the boiling zone. over, the lack of a rise in liquid saturation outside of the boiling zone,

as well as some of the temperature data along the side of the boiling
zone, indicated the "hydrothermal umbrella" effect of condensate

heat source and condensate drainage is vertically downward, succes- shedding off the top and down the sides of the boiling zone.
sive refluxing cycles in fractures eventually result in condensate being
shed off the top and down the sides of the boiling zone (Fig. 3). This The ECM-calculated temperature profile agreed very well with
"hydrothermal umbrella" effect was manifested during the G-Tunnel the measured G-Tunnel data. vt This close agreement was also
test in the temperature history of several thermocouples along the obtained for a model that only accounted for heat conduction, indicat-
flank of the boiling zone. This concept was fast mentioned by Rose- ing that heat flow around the G-Tunnel heater was dominated by heat
boom in the context of emplacing high-level nuclear waste in the conduction. On the basis of the G-Tunnel model validation effort,
UZJ s The "umbrella" mechanism may significantly enhance near-field and given the similarity between the fracture and matrix propertiesof
dry-out, at least until the dry-out zones of neighboring emplacement Grouse Canyon welded tuff inG-Tunnel and the Topopah Spring
drifts (or panels) have coalesced, welded taft at the repository horizon, the ECM should yield accurate

predictions of temperatureperformance and conservatively low pred-
DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL MODELS) PHYSICAL DATA, ictions of the spatial extent and duration of rock dry-out. In light of
AND ASSUMPTIONS the capillary hysteresis effect observed for Grouse Canyon welded

tuff, _3._sthe ECM-calculated time required to re-wet the dry-out zone
V-TOUGH Hydrothermal Flow Code may be considerably less than actual.

Ali hydrothermal calculations in this study were, carried out Thermo-Hydrolo#c Properties
using the V-TOUGH ("vectorized transport of unsaturated groundwa-
ter and heat") code. t6 V-TOUGH is Lawrence Livermore National All m_jor hydrostratigraphic units in the UZ at Yucca Mountain
Laboratory's enhanced version of the TOUGH code, which is a are included in the models.7't9 This hydrostratigraphic profile has
member of the Mulkom family of multiphase, multicomponent codes been used in previous modeling studies.5's The wet and dry thermal
developed at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory by Pruess.t7 V-TOUGH conductivity, K_, data were obtained from the RIB.9 In previous
is a multidimensional numerical simulator capable of modeling the hydrothermal calculations, RIB Version 3 Ket values were used.s'14 In
coupled transport of water, vapor, air, and heat in fractured porous this study we use the RIB Version 4 I_ values. Calculations for
media, various repository thermal loads were repeated for initial saturation

conditions corresponding to the steady-state saturation profiles
Equivalent Continuum Model obtained by Buscheck, Nitao, and Chesnuts for net recharge fluxes of

0 and 0.132 mm/yr, which resulted in repository horizon saturations
Because of the impracticality of discretely accounting for ali of of 68 and 95%, respectively (Fig. 1). Previous works also considered

the fracture.swithin the repository block, it was necessary to account the steady-state saturation profile obtained for a net recharge flux of '
for fractures using the ECM. The assumption of capillary pressure 0.045 mm/yr, resulting in a repository horizon saturation of 85%.
and thermal equilibrium between fractures and matrix allows the frac- This range in initial steady-state saturation distribution should ade-
ture and matrix properties to be pore-volume-averaged into an quately span the range in saturation conditions that could arise from
equivalent medium. The bulk porosity, 0b, bulk saturation, Sb, and extreme pluvial climatic conditions.



The reference case assumed a bulk permeability, kb, of sink. Moreover, if SZ buoyancy-driven convective mixing is
2.8 x 10-13mZ(three 100-I.tm fractures per meter). The sensitivity of sufficient to result in the water table functioning as a heat sink, then
boiling and dry-out performance to kb was examined by considering those same convective effects should also dramatically affect the per-
kb= 1.9x 10-1Sm2 (no fractures). Previous work5 also considered formance of the natural barriers in the SZ.

* kb= 1.0x 10-1lm2 (approximately three 346.5-lam fractures per meter)
and kb= 8.3x 10-_°m2(one 1000-1amfracture per meter). We conduct a suite of calculations with a "UZ-SZ" model

(which includes hydrothermal flow in the upper 1000 m of the SZ)
Initial and Boundary Conditions and compare those calculations with those of the "UZ" model in order

' to directly assess the impact of assuming a fixed-depth, constant-
The vertical temperature, T, distribution in the models is initial- temperature water table. Conductive and convective heat flow,

ized to correspond to the nominal geothermal gradient in the region, including buoyancy flow, are modeled in the SZ. Because the RIB9
The atmosphere at the ground surface is represented by a constant- lacks thermal property and hydrologic data below the PPw unit (the
property boundary, with T and Ps fixed at 13°C and 0.86 atm, respec- lowermost hydrostratigraphic unit in our UZ model), we assumed that
tively. The relative humidity at the ground surface is also fixed so the PPw data was applicable to the upper 1000 m of the SZ (down to
that it is in capillary equilibrium with the initial saturation conditions the lower boundary of the UZ-SZ model). The lower boundary of the
at the top of the TCw,unit. Therefore, under initial (ambient) satura- UZ-SZ model has a constant temperature of 53.5°C and a fixed pres-
tion and temperature conditions there is no mass flux of water vapor sure corresponding to the hydrostatic pressure and temperature profile
between the atmosphere and upper TCw. In previous work5 it was of the upper 1000 m of the SZ. The initial temperature and satura-
assumed that because of the large fracture permeability, buoyancy- Lionat the repository horizon in UZ-SZ model is 23.5°C and 67.7%,
driven convective mixing in the SZ results in the SZ acting as a heat respectively. As will be discussed later, we find that buoyancy-driven
sink. The large bulk permeability and storativity of the SZ is also convective mixing in the SZ is not sufficient to cause the water table
assumed to result in the water table being at a fixed depth. For some to function as a heat sink. Accordingly, we conduct much of this
of the calculations in this report we also assume that the water table study, particularly those sub-sections which examine the sensitivity of
has a fixed depth (z =568.1 m) and a constant temperature (31°C). thermo-hydrological performance to thermal loading conditions, with
The fixed-depth water table assumption causes the SZ to effectively the UZ-SZ model (which includes hydrothermal flow in the SZ).
act as an infinite reservoir of liquid water for re-wetting the dry-out
zone. The constant-temperature water table assumption causes the For a 1747-acre repository, the repository-scale model
water table to act as a heat sink. Consequently, these assumptions are represents the repository as a 3-km-diameter, 4.6-m-thick, disk-shaped
conservative with respect to predictions of the extent and duration of heat source with a uniformly distributed thermal load. Repository
boiling conditions and rock dry-out effects. Because this model does areas of 348, 559, 1118, and 3162 acres were also modeled. The
not explicitly model hydrothermal flow in the SZ, it is called the model utilizes an axisymmetric coordinate system centered at the
"UZ" model. The initial temperature and saturation at the repository repository center. This model is useful for calculating temperature
horizon in the UZ model are 23.3°C and 68%, respectively, and saturation behavior (averaged from one emplacement drift to the

next) as a function of location relative to the center (or edge) of the
The geothermal gradient was found to result in a two-phase repository area. The assumption is also made that the thermal load-

recirculation of vapor and liquid water in the UZ,5For both the previ- ing of the repository can be represented by the heat generation curve
ous studys and this study, the reference case assumes an initial satura- of pressur_ed water reactor (PWR) spent fuel of an average age.
tion distribution that arises from a 0 mm/yr one-dimensional steady- Calculations were made for APDs ranging from 20 to 114 kW/acre
state recharge flux (Fig. 1). Note that the recharge flux values listed and SNF ages of 30 and 60 yr wi.th a burnup of 33,000 MWd/MTU.
in Fig. 1 are the net downward moisture flux. Because of the relative Two extreme SNF selection scenarios were also considered with the
humidity gradients that result from the natural geothermal gradient, a "oldest fuel first" (OFF) scenario yielding an average fuel age and
0 mm/yr net moisture flux turns out to be the net effect of an upward burnup of 26 years and 39,585 MWd/MTU and the "youngest fuel
flux of water vapor that condenses and is balanced by an equivalent first" (YFF) scenario yielding an average fuel age of 21 years and
downward flux of liquid water. At the repository horizon, this burnup of 43,573 MWd/b,CTU.
steady-state counter-current flow system results in a downward liquid
flux of 0.01 mm/yr. Although low APDs do not result in significant DISCUSSION OF MODELING RESULTS
boiling effects, the repository heat is sufficient to significantly
increase the vertical temperature gradient, thereby enhancing the Overview of the Parameter Sensitivity Study
counter-current flow of vapor and liquid water. The repository-heat-
driven downward flux of condensate may be large relative to the net In this section, we examine the sensitivity of thermo-
recharge flux under ambient conditions, hydrological performance in the unsaturated zone (UZ) and saturated

zone (SZ) to a range of (1) thermal loading design parameters and (2)
A fundamental objective of this study was to establish the spa- thermo-hydrological properties and boundary conditions. The first

tial domain over which the thermo-hydrological performance of the four sub-sections address the sensitivity of thermo-hydrologic perfor-
engineered and natural barriers is critically dependent. Because mance to thermal loading parameters with the use of the UZ-SZ
model boundaries generally have assigned property values such as model and "reference case" properties and conditions described in the
pressure and temperature or assigned fluxes, it is important to deter- previous section. The following five sub-sections address the sensi-

' mine whether these boundaries are located sufficiently far from the tivity of thermo-hydrological performance to thermo-hydrological pro-
repository heat source so that they do not artificially interfere with the perties and boundary conditions. On the basis of the analysis of the
thermo-hydrological performance of the engineered and natural bar- sensitivity of thermo-hydrological performance to thermo-hydrological
tiers. Because of the large magnitude of convective mixing in the properties, we feel that the UZ-SZ model with the reference proper-

' atmosphere, we felt that assigning a constant-property boundary at the ties and conditions is the best model for representing large-scale repo-
ground surface was reasonable. However, we felt it was necessary to sitory performance. We feel that this _nodel is particularly useful for
test the assumption that sufficient buoyancy-driven convective mixing high thermal loads resulting in long-term boiling conditions at the
occurs in the SZ to result in the water table functioning as a heat repository horizon.
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Figure 4. Vertical temperatureprofiles along the repositorycenterline for 30-yr-old SNF,a net rechargeflux of 0 mm/yr,and APDs of (a) 20 kW/acre,
Co)57 kW/acre,and (c) 114 kW/acre.

The tenth sub-section examines the sensitivity of thermo- For 30-yr-old SNF and a recharge flux of 0 mm/yr, the vertical
hydrological performance in the SZ to thermal loading design param- temperature profile along the repository centerline is plotted for APDs
eters as well as the thermo-hydrological properties. The eleventh and of 20, 57, and 114 kW/acre (Fig. 4a-c). The ground surface is
final sub-section summarizes thermo-hydrological performance with located at z =0 m, the repository horizon is centered at z =343.1 m,
the use of major hydrothermal flow regimes, and the water table is located at z = 568.1 m below the ground surface

(225 m below the repository horizon). Notice that the water table
For this study, we focus much of our attention on the tempera- begins to experience a temperature buildup, AT, at t = 100 yr. Even

ture history at the repository horizon because of its importance to WP for 20 kW/acre, AT at the water table is substantial, persisting for
integrity, potential release, and transport of radionuclides. As will be tens of thousands of years (Fig. 5a). For 20 kW/acre, the water table
shown, it is likely that we can reliably predict the thermal peffor- peaks at 46.9°C (AT = 16.5°C)at t =6900 yr and remains above 40°(2
mance at the repository horizon (particularly for high thermal load- for 26,350 yr (Fig. 5a). For 114 kW/acre, the water table peaks at
ings). The ability of reliably predicting the dura:donof boiling condi- 95"(2 at t = 830 yr, remains above 90°C for 670 yr, and remains above
tions in the vicinity of WPs will be extremely useful in determining 700(2 for 12,400 yr. Even 250 m below the water table (475 m below
the duration of time that WP failure, radionuclide release and wan- the repository center), AT is quite substantial (Fig. 5b), with the max-
sport is very unlikely because of the lack of liquid water, imum AT, ATm,x, at this depth being 10.8, 21.6, and 22.9°(2 for APDs

of 20, 57, and 114 kW/acre, respectively.
Temperature Profiles as a Function of Thermal Load

We have included the reference Site Characterization Plan -
The next four sub-sectionsexamine the sensitivity of thermo- ConceptualDesign Repon2° (SCP-CDR) case (APD=57 kW/acre;

hydrological performance to thermal loading design parameters. We 10-yr-oid SNF) in Fig. 5a and b in order to illustrate that the refer-
begin our investigation with a look at the vertical temperature profile ence SCP-CDR thermal load very substantially alters the temperature
in the UZ and. SZ for three thermal loading cases covering a broad of the natural barriers both within the unsaturated zone (UZ) and the
range in thermal loading conditions and thermo-hydrological perfor- saturated zone (SZ). For the reference SCP-CDR thermal load, ATmx
mance. Note, that because our model homogenizes the thermal load at the water table is 29.8°C, occurring at t =4140 yr. At a depth of
over the repository area. predicted temperatures should be considered 250 m below the water table (475 m below the center of the reposi-
to be "averaged" temperature conditions (particularly at the repository tory), ATm,x is 19.5 °C, occurring at t = 8390 yr (Fig. 5b). Approxi-
horizon). The effect of .spatiallyaveraging the thermal load over the mately one-third of the way into the CHnz unit (106.5 m below the
repository area has a diminishing effect on temperatures with increas- center of the repository), ATm,x=45.4*C, occurring at t = 1635 yr. At
ing distance from the repository horizon. The effect of spatially t =20,000 yr, AT at this location in the CHnz is 21.1°C. *
averaging the thermal load also diminishes with time. Therefore,
there may be significant differences between detailed temperature Such a substantial, persistent increase in temperature has the
behavior (e.g., in the pillar separating WP emplacement drifts) and potential for driving geochemical alteration (such as mineral dissolu-
the average temperature predicted for the repository. On the other tion and precipitation along fractures), resulting in significant changes
hand, locations far out in the natural barriers feel the effects of the to the flow and transport properties of potential pathways for radionu-
average thermal loading conditions rather than the discrete details of elide transport in the UZ and SZ. Our calculations also show consid-
the heat load distribution. The three cases considered in this sub- erable condensate drainage in the UZ below the repository, driven by
section in,Jude a "sub-boiling" case, a "marginal-boiling" case, and a the reference SCP-CDR thermal load. For vertically connected pre-
"long-term, extended-dry" case. ferential fracture pathways, our calculations indicate that repository-
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100i'^ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' _ ' ' ' _ ' ' ' ' ' " , The effects of boiling, steam, and condensate flow are apparent
H\ la_ - - - 114kW/acre;30-yr-oldSNF in the 57- and 114-kW/acrecases(Fig. 4b and c). Notice that the
Hl "- .... 57kW/acre;JO-yr-oldSNF temperature profile is flattenedat Tb (= 96°C). Steam is driven (by

80 _"_ - - 57kW/acre;10-yr-oldSNF
N _ - - - 20kW/acre;30-W-oldSNF higher pgs in the boiling zone) away from the repository to where

/-" ""---2_ ....... Initialteml_mture cooler temperatures cause it to condense. Above the repository hor-

60 _;/ "7"-_ _..--_ _ __ ._ marily by three processes: (1) capillary imbibition in the matrix, (2)
/__-"-------_ _........ _ ._ capillary imbibition in small-aperture fractures, and (3) gravity

t ..'_. ? .-'..."..-._ .-'..i_..--_...-.'_.'.'-_.-'_...'_."_.- drainage in fractures. Gravity drainage in the matrix is not significant40 -" in comparison with matrix imbibition, which is driven by very large.........................

i capillary pressure gradients that arise from saturation gradients in the

20 boiling and condensation zones. Below the repository horizon, only
the first two mechanisms, capiliary-driven flow in the matrix and frac-
tures, contribute to condensate flow back toward the boiling zone,

0 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' : ' ' ' ' ' ' ' while the third mechanism,gravity drainagein fractures, tends to
drain condensate away from the boiling zone.(_ ' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' "" '

D.
s (b)
i_ 60 The return flow of condensate back toward the boiling zone

______.____..__ establishes a heat transfer mechanism (driven by the convection of

latent heat) called the gravity-driven "heat pipe" effect. Given ade-

' "-- ""-"" ........ -_ condensate, heat pipes are capable of sustaining a givenheat flux
----. ... quately high mass flux rates of the counter-current flow of steam and

40
............................................................ with a much shallower temperature gradient than is associated with

heat conduction. Consequently, heat pipes are manifested by a very
114kW/acre;30-_-ol0 $NF flat temperature profile, with temperatures close to Tb (Fig. 4b and c).

20 ---- 57kW/acre;30-yr..olOSNF Mass fluxes associatedwith gravity-driven fracture flow are much
m __ 57kW/acre;lO-yr-old SNF greaterthan those associated with capiUary-&iven flow in either the
--- 20kW/_d'e;30-yr-¢_0 SNF matrix or fractures. Therefore, above the repository, gravity-driven
....... Initialtemperature

condensate flow in fractures is the pred, minant source of liquid flow
, a , I , , , l , , , l , , , I , A

O0 10000 20000 30000 40000 _ back to the boiling zone. While the attening of the temperatureprofile above the repository is prima ly attributed to the gravity-
Time (yr) driven refluxing or heat pipeeffect, ,"_ flattening of the temperature

profile below the repository is attrouted to condensate drainage con-
Figure 5. Temperature history at locations below the repository center vecting heat away from the boiling zone.
for various thermal loadingconditions, including (a) the water table and
Co)250 m below water table. Classical heat pipes derive much of their thermal efficiency

from their working fluid operating within a closed loop. As discussed

heat-driven condensate drainage can persist all the way to the water earlier, the "hydrothermal umbrella" effect causes condensate to shed
table. Condensate drainage along fractures may also contribute to the down the sides of the boiling zone,5'1z14 The loss of working fluid
alteration of flow and transport properties in the natural barriers contributes to the migration of the boiling front away from the heat
underlying the repository, source because the return flow of ccndensate cannot keep pace with

the rate of vaporization. Incidentally, regardless of whether working
Recall that previous hydrothermal calculations 5 ass:unc that the fluid is lost, an adequately high heat flux is capable of driving steam

water table is at a fixed depth and constant temperature. Moreover, away from the heat source faster th_ the rate at which liquid water
several of the repository thermal studies involving heat conduction can return, thereby causing the dry-out front to advance. Condensate
models also make the same assumption? _ On the basis of Fig. 5a and shedding results in a net loss of working fluid from the heat pipe,
b, it is apparent that maintaining a constant temperature at the water enhancing the rate at w,':_chthe boiling front migrates away from the
table has the effect of artificially constraining the magnitude of AT in heat source. Because the ECM assumes capillary pressure equili-
the lower U'Z, particularly in the CI-inz and PPw units. Artificially brium between fracture and matrix, condensate that would have
maintaining the water table at a constant tempera_m'e will also be drained freely under nonequilibrium fracture flow conditions is
shown to significantly limit the duration of elevate¢, temperatures at artificially held up in the matrix where it is unable to drain freely
the repository. Moreover, models that fix the water table temperatare away from the boiling zone. Consequently, the ECM tends to under-
cannot be used to assess the potential impacts of temperature rise mad predict the dry-out rate.
repository-heat-driven convective flow in the SZ on radion._clide wa1_-
sport in the SZ. Repository Temperatures as a Function of Thermal Load

As will be seen in a following sub-section on hydrothermal While the last sub-section examined the temperature profile
* flow in the SZ, our UZ-SZ model predicted substantial repository- throughout the UZ and SZ, this sub-section focuses on the thermal

heat-driven buoyancyflow in the SZ; however, heat flow from the performance at the repository. The tempe,'ature history at the reposi-
UZ to the SZ does not deviate significantly from being heat- tory center is plotted for APDs 1rangingfrom 20 to 114 kW/aere, a
conduction-dominated. We investigated the sensitivity of repository- recharge flux of 0 mm/yr for 30-yr..old SNF (Fig, 6a) and 60-yr-old
heat-driven buoyancy flow in the SZ to the bulk permeability, kb, in SNF (Fig. 6b). Notice that the _ eshold APD for significant boiling
the SZ and found that it is extremely unlikely that kb in the SZ is effects lies between 36 and 57 kW/acre for 30-yr-old SNF and
large enough to result in the water table effectively functioning as a between 20 and 36 kW/acre for 60-yr-old SNF. Note that the tem-
heat sink. Therefore, it is inappropriate to treat the water table as a perature histories (Fig. 6a and b) are for a 1747-acre repository.
heat sink. Accordingly, we conducted most of this study with the However, we find that the thermal performance at the repository
UZ-SZ model which includes hydrothermal flow in the SZ. center is insensitive to repository area (Table 1) for a wide range of
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Figure 6. Temperature historyat repositorycenterfor a netrecharge
flux of 0 mnffyr,includinghydrothermalflow in SZ, for (a) GO-F-old Figure 7. Temperaturehistory at repositorycenterfora net rechargeflux
SNF and Co)30-yr-old SNF. of 0 mm/yr, including hydrothermalflow in SZ foran AML of (a) 77.4

MFU/acreand Co)154.7 MTU/acre.

repository temperature,Tp_._, for 60-yr-old SNF is significantly lower
areas. Therefore, Fig. Oa and b can be considered to be applicable to than for 30-yr-old SNF (Table 1). Generally, early temperature per-
the range of repository areas listed in Table 1. Thermal performance formance (including Tr) is sensitive to SN'F age, while t_, and
at the edge of the repository is also found to be insensitive to reposi- post-boiling-period thermal performance is determined by the AML
tory area. Ourprevious study5 also found thermal performanceat the (and is insensitive to SN]: age).
repository center and edge to be insensitive to repository area. Notice
that the time to peak temperatureis approximately600 yr for 30-yr- "
old SNF and 800 yr for 60-yr-old SNF. Generally,60-yr-old SNF Table 1. Then1_l Performance at the Center of I
attains anywhere from 75 to 87% of its ultimate temperature buildup Repository Containing Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF)
within the first 100 years, while 30-yr-old SNF attalr.3 about 94% of with a Burnup of 33,000 MWd/_U

li

its ultimatetemperaturebuildupwithin thefirst100 years, AML APD Area SNF T100yr Tlxmk _eek tbp
Repository Temperatures as a Function of Areal Mass Loading (MTU/ (kWl (acres) age

acre) acre) (yr) (°C) (°C) (yr) (yr)

]:ora givenburnup[expressedasmegawau-daysper me,_'icton :_ 27.1 20.0 3162 30 57.8 59.9 729 NA
of initial heavy metal (MWd/MI'U)], the mostuseful macroscopic 27.1 20.0 1747 30 57.8 59.9 730 NA-
thermal loading parameterin analyzinglong-term thermal peffor- i 43.5 20.0 1747 60 63.7 74.4 667 NA
mance is the Areal Mass Loading [(AM].,)expressed in melric tons of
uranium per acre, MTU/acre]. We compare caseshaving the same 49.2 36.2 1747 30 85.1 59.2 641 NA
AML, but different APD and SNF age for a net recharge flux of 0 49.2 57.0 1747 10 100.0 100.3 94 666
mm/yr. As was observed in our previous study,s the duration of boil. 77.4 36.2 1747 60 95.4 106.0 800 2931

ing, tbp, is primarily determined by the AML. Notice that for an 77.4 57.0 1118 30 109.7 115.4 557 3382
AML of 77.4 MTU/acre (Fig. 7a), tbp at the repository center is 77.4 57.0 1747 30 109.7 115.3 601 3506 *
nearly the same, regardless of APD and SNF age. For the APD = 57
kW/acre, 30-yr-old SNF case, tbp=3506 )rr, while for the APD=36.2 124.3 57.0 1747 60 122.3 146.6 8Q0 9262
kW/acre, 60-yr-old SNF case, tbp=2931 yr (Table 1). Similarly, for ,154.7 71.7 1747 60 145.9 179.9 800 12984
an AM[. of 154.7 MTU/acre (Fig. 7b), tbpis nearly the same, regard- 154.7 114.0 559 30 191.2 202.9 605 11446 e
less of APD and SNF age. For the APD= 114 kW/acre,30-yr-old 154.7 114.0 1747 30 190.7 202.9 653 10685
SNT case,t_ is 11,446 yr, while for the APD=71.7 kW/acre, 60-yr- 246.5 114.0 348 60 225.7 291.5 816 18121
old SNF case, tbp= 12,984 yr (Table 1). For a given AML, the peak ,,
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Repository Temperatures as a Function of SNF Burnup L, , ' , ' , ' ,, , ' ,. ,. w. , '. [

For this report, as in our previous work,5 ali hydrothermal cal- 60
culadons have considered 10-, 30-, and 60-yr-old SNF having the
reference SCP-CDR burnup of 33,000 megawatt-days per metric ton
of heavy initial metal (MWd/MTU). In order to investigate the

.; thermo-hydrological performance of the repository-UZ-SZ system 40
under repository thermal loads that are more specifically tied to 1
potential SNF selection options for the repository, we conducted cal- ]
culations for SNF with other average ages and burnups. Two extreme

1

, SNF selection scenarios were considered with the "oldest fuel first" 20 30-yr-old fuel; 33,000 MWd/MTU
(OFF) scenario yielding an average fuel age and burnupof 26 years "-" 26-yr-old fuel; 39,585 MWd/MTU
and 39,585 MWd/MTU, and the "youngest fuel first" (YFF) scenario _ --- 21.yr-old fuel; 43,573 MWd/MTU
yielding an average fuel age of 21 years and burnup of 43,573
MWd/MTU. We considered the 21-yr-old OFF and 26-yr-old YFF _ce 0 . i . i . , . i . _ . _ , t . _ . L,.
scenariosforAPDs of20and114kW/acre.

250

' , ,' , ! , , • , v , , '|" ' ' ' ' ' I 'E (b) -- 30-yr-old fuel; 33,000 MWd/MTU
For the 20 kW/acre cases, a 3162-acrerepository was con- i_- 200 _ -- 26-yr-oid fuel; 39,585 MWd/MTUsidere(L For the 21-yr-oldYFF scenario,the 26-yr-oldOFF scenario,

and the 30-yr-old SNF referencecase,an APDof 20 kW/acreresults "-_,,_, -- 21-yr-old fuel; 43,573 MWd/MTU

in an AML of 16.6, 20.4, and 27.1 MTU/acre, respectively. The 21- 150" \X\\x\_ "."'_yr-oldYFF scenarioattainsa peakaveragetemperatureatthereposi-

tow center, Tpe_, of 55.5°C at a time to peak temperature, tpea, of _'..?-
150 yr, while for the 26-yr-old OFF scenario, Tp_,=57.9°C at 100 - _'_-''-'_:.............. --_=_..__ .............. :
tp,_=236 yr (Table 2 and Fig. 8a). For the 30-yr-old SNF reference _-- :-_- - --.
case, Tpe_,=59.9°C at tp_=729 yr (Table 2 and Fig. 8a). As has
been previouslyobserved,5 tp,_increaseswithaverageSNF age. 50
Althoughtpe_variesconsiderablyamong thesethreecases,thereis

very little substantive difference among the respective temperature 0 . _ . j , , . J . _ , t , _ , , , , ,
profiles because most of the _cmpe',_tttreba:'dup occurs during the 0 4000 8000 12000 16000 20000
first 100 years. For example, the 30-yr-old SNFcase attains 94% of Time (yr)
its ultimate temperature bmidup during the first 100 years, with the

temperatureonly increasinganother 2.2°C between t = 100 and 729 yr Figure 8. Temperaturehistoryat repository centerfora net recharge
(Table 2 and Fig. 8a). The 21-yr-old YFF and 26-yr-old OFF fluxof0mm/yr, includinghydrothermal flow in the SZ. (a) APD = 20
scenarios attain over 99% of their ultimate temperaturebuildup dur. kW/acreanda 3162-acre repository.Co)APD = 114 kW/acreand a 559-
ing the first 100 years (Table 2 and Fig. 8a). Therefore, although acrerepository.
tp_k may appear to vary considerably, actual differences in repository
temperatureat any given time are relatively minor among the thr_
20 kW/acre cases (Fig. 8a).

For the 114 kW/acre cases, a 559-acre repository was con-
It should be emphasized that Tpe_ is the peak averaged tem- sidereal. For the 21-yr-old YFF scenario, the 26-yr-old OFFscenario,

peramreattherepositorycenter.Consequently,Tpe_doesnotreflect and the30-yr-oldSNF referencecase,anAPD of114kW/acreresults
temperaturegradientsbetweentheemplacementdriftwallandthepil- inAMLs of94.7,116.5,and 154.7MrU/acre,respectively.Forthe

farcenters,nordoesitreflectspatialtemperaturevariationsarising 21-yr-oldY'FFscenario,Tp_= 177.5°Cattpc.a=122yr. For the
fromthevariabilityintheheatoutputamong W'Ps.Becausepeak 26-yr-oldOFF scenario,Tpe_=188.2°Cattpea=454yr.Forthe30-
temperaturesarenearlyattainedinI00yr,thermalhomogenization yr-old3NF case,Tp_=202.9°C attp_=605 yr. Althoughtpea
willnothavehad sufficienttimetoimpactlocalpeaktemperatures variesconsiderablyamong thesethreecases,allthreecasesare
within the repository. Therefore, actual distributionsof peak tempera- effectively at their peak temperature within the first 100 yr (Table 3
ture will deviate significantly from the values of Tp,_ given above, and Fig. 8b). For the 21-yr-old YFF and 26-yr-old OFF cases, over
Depending on the number of fuel assemblies per WP and variations 99% of the ultimate temperature buildup occurs during the first 100
in the WP heat output, local boiling conditions can persist for hun- yr, while 94% of the ultimate temperaturebuildup occurs for 30-yr-
&eds of years even if average repository temperaturesmight appear old SNF case during the first 100 yr, with temperatureonly rising
to be indicative of sub-boiling co _litions. If WPs contain more than m_other 11.6°C between t = 100 and 602 yr (Table 3 and Fig. 8b).
two PWR fuel assemblies, lee.'., boiling conditions appear to be
likely.

Table 2. Themgal P_lomm_ at the Center of a "Table 3. Thermal Performance at the Center of li

.... 3162_-AcreR__ ory_W_lth_anAPD_of 20 kW/acre i ,f_,9-Acm _o_ With an APD of 114 kW/acre
" AML Burnup lED SHF Tlooyr Tlmek tlmek tbp AML Burnup lED SNF Tlooyr Tpeek _ tl_

(MTU/ (MWd/ (GWd/ age (MTU/ (MWd/ (GWd/ age
acre) MTU) acre) (yr) (°C) (°C) (yr) (yr) acre) MTU) acre) (yr) (°C) (°C) (yr) (yr)

16.6 43573 723 21 55.3 55.5 150 NA 94.7 43573 4126 21 177.3 177.5 122 _31
20.4 39585 808 26 57.0 57.9 236 NA 116.5 3,9585 4612 26 187.1 188.2 454 "5

27.1 33000 894 30 57.8 59.9 729 NA 154.7 33000 5105 30 191.2 202.9 605 i _-
,, ,,
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The Integral Energy Density [(IED) expressed in GWD/acre] is .. , , , , , , , , , r , , , , , , , --,--
an important macroscopic parameter in evaluating long-term thermo- 120 " ,(a)
hydrological performance. IED is obtained from the product of AML "

and burnup. For the 21-yr-old YFF scenario, the 26-yr-old OFF 100 .. .......-""_'_.__ "rbscenario, and the 30-yr-old SNF reference case, an APD of 114 .._ ..
kW/aere results in FEDs of 4126, 4612, and 5105 GWd/acre, respec- 80 _-. -.

lively (Table 3). In our previous study, 5 tbp was found to scale as the _. --_ .. _ -.'_- .)

IEDLs. For the three 114 kW/acre cases in this sub-section, we found 60 "_ _ _
tbp scales as the IED2'1. For the 21-yr-old YFF scenario, the 26-yr- RIBVer4Kot; _ _ _-----:-_ -

old OFF scenario, and the 30-yr-old SNF reference case, tbp is 7331, 40 hydrothermalflowin saturated zone
9125, and 11,446 yr, respectively (Table 3 and Fig. 8b). Had we RIBVer4Ket;

fixedwatertableatconstanttemperature
assigned equal IED (rather than equal APD) to these three scenarios, 20 Ria Ver3 ICqh;
t@ would have been similar for the three SNF ages, with the 21-yr- fixed water table at constant ternl)erab_m
old YFF case having the highest Ttmp. Because of the relatively , , , , , , , , , , , ) , . , , , ,
large th,, thermal homogenization within the repository will have O0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000
occurred prior to the end of the boiling period. Therefore, spatial
v_.,'iability in heat output due to variations between WPs will not 250_ , , , ) , , , ) , , , , , , , ) , , ,
cause local values of tbp to significantly deviate from average eondi- _ (b) .... RIaVer4I¢_;

I" h_/drothermalflow
tions. 200 _ insaturatedzone

Repository Temperatures as a Function of Thermal Properties _ I"', \ \ mixedwatertableat
E \ \ \ ¢onmnttempermr,

,,50 ; \ \ _ .... A. un_ wn'Sw2K,,,;
The next six sub-sections address the sensitivity of thermo- _ \ \.. _ flxed watertableat

hydrological performance to thermo-hydrological propertiesand boun- ') ii. _ " _ _ ¢_natant temperature
'-. ....... _ ..... ._.%..,_ ..................................

dary conditions. We begin with a sub-section that examines the sen- _. "_,¢0[-. ...... _'<'__-'S_.___ 1 Tb

Past hydrothermal calculations5 utilized the gth values from the 50 .... -_--_
Reference Information Base (RIB) Version 3. In this study we apply
the RIB Version 4 values of Kt_. Because Version 4 values of Kt_
are generally lower than those found in Version 3, ali of the Version 0 ' ' ' '--_ ' ' _ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' _ '
4 cases have longer boiling periods. For example, for 30-yr-old SNF 0 4000 8000 12000 16000 20000
with an APD of 57 kW/aere, t_increasesfrom 1800 to 2075 yr (Fig. / ' , , , , , _ , • ' ) ' ' ' , ' ' ,
9a). For 30-yr-old SNF and an APD of 114 kW/aere, tbp increases 120 ['-
from 5000 to 6503 yr and for 60-yr-old SNF and an APD of 114 /_(¢)

kW/aere, tbp increases from 10,000 tO 12,629 yr. Note that these 100_ "_Tb

comparisons were made with the UZ model (which assumes fixed- I"''_" ............................ "
depth,constant-temperature water table). 80 -_

While tbp increases, T;,..a for the Version 4 cases does not 60 ---..
increase. Contrary tO the general trend that Kth is less in Version 4 _

than in Version 3, the dry value of Kth for the TSw2 (the repository 40
horizon) is considerably greater in Version 4 than in Version 3.
Incidentally, the wet value of Kth is considerably less in Version 4 _ Hydrotl_rmalflewinmeturat_lzone . :
ft:an in Version 3. Because the dry value of Kth is applicable to the 20 F - - - Fixedwatertableatconstanttemperature
dry-out zone, the Version 4 Kth distribution results in greater heat dis- [ , , . , . . . ) . . ,_
sipation in the dry-out zone (relative to version 3), thereby red_ing O0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000

Tr,e_. In the region outside of the boiling zone (including the- con- Time (yr)
densation zone), the applicable Kth is much closer to the wet value.

Therefore, the lower Kth distribution in Version 4 tends tOreduce the Figure 9. Temperature history at reposit_'y center for a net recharge flux
far-field heat loss, thereby extending tbp. of 0 mm/yr. (a) APD =57 kW/acre and 30-yr-old SNF. Co)APD = 114

kW/acre and 30-yr..old SNF. (c) APD = 57 kW/acre .and10-yr-old SNF
Repository thermal calculations using heat conduction models (reference SCP-CDR thermal load).

have assumed Kth for TSw2 can be applied tO the entire UZ} '2 How-
_ver, Kth 0x)th wet and dry values) for TSw2 are twice as large as
the wet K_ for the nonwelded PTn and CHnv units and the welded Impact of Saturated Zone Flow on Repository Temperatures
CHnz and nearly four times larger than the dry K_ for the CHnz.
Therefore. applying the Kth of the TSw2 to the entire UZ tends to In this sub-section we investigate the impact of hydrothermal
substantially under-represent the insulating effect of the lower Kth flow in the SZ on repository temperatures by comparing results from
values of the far-field units. We repeated our calculations with Kth of the UZ model (which assumes a fixed-depth, constant-temperature
the TSw2 applied tO the entire UZ and found that tbp is reducedby water table) with those obtained with the UZ-SZ model (which ,
50% relative tO the Version 4 Kth distribution. For 30-yr-old SNF includes hydrothermal flow in the SZ). For ali of the cases con-
and an APD of 114 kW/acre, tbr, is reduced from 6503 to 3364 yr sidereal (20 to 114 kW/aere; 30- and 60-yr-old SNF), the treatment of
(Fig. 9b). For long-term boiling performance, the depth of the reposi- the water table and the SZ has very little impact on repositOry tem-
tory appears to be optimally located because the highest K_ is in the peratures dttrt.g the first 1000 yr (Fig. 9a--c). Bcc,- _. temperatures
near-field (which lowers Tp.._, and the lowest Km is in the far-field peak within 1000 yr, Tpea, is not affected by the treatment of the
(which extends tbp). water table and SZ. For 30-yr-old SNF and an APD of 57 kW/acre,
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T_ is 114.9 and 115.3°C for the UZ and UZ-SZ models, respec- _50 • • • w . . • j .... v ....
tively (Fig. 9a). For 30-yr-old SNF and an AID of 114 kW/acre, (a)
Tp=k is 201.6 and 20_,..9°Cfor the UZ and UZ-SZ models, respec- "x x
tively (Fig. 9b). 200 'y",Nx

For ¢> 1000 yr rafter repositorytemperatureshave peaked), the
SZ begins to significantly heat up (Fig. 5a and b), thereby reducing 150 %
the rate at which heat can flow from the UZ to the SZ. Conse- _...

quenrly, the duration of boiling, tbp, substantially increases, particu- 100 ............. ""-'-"'_ __ Tblarly fo_ higher Areal Mass Loadings, AMLs, (tbp.'=,1000 yr). For
, lower AMLs (tbp< 1000 yr), the increase in tbp is less substantial, kb ffi1.9 x 10"ls m=(no fractures) •

For the reference SCP-CDR thermal load (APD=57 kW/acre; 10-yr- .-- 50 kb = 2.8 x 10"l:tm 2
old SNF), tbp increases from 553 to 666 yr (Fig. 9c). For 3_yr-old O (3 100d,tm fractures per meter)
SNF and an APD of 57 kW/acre, tbp increases from 2075 to 3506 yr _ , , , ....
(Fig. 9a). For 30-yr-old SNF and an APD of 114 kW/acre, tb, _ 0 ' • ..........
increases from 6503 to 11,446yr (Fig. 9b). For60-yr-old SN'Fand m_ ' " ' , ' " " , ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

an APD of 114 kW/acre, tO increases from 12,629 to 18,121 yr. _ 120

Low AMLs (with Tp_<Tb) arealsoaffectedby the Iz'eatment i_ 100 =......... Tb
of the water table and SZ. For 30-yr-oldSNF andan APD of 20 _ _'_"
kW/acre, hydrothermal flow in the SZ extends the duration of time 80
the repository is above 50°C from 2200 to 3600 yr and extends the
durationof time the repositoryis above4(Y'Cfrom 5060 to 14,150yr. 60

Impact of UnsaturatedZone Flow on RepositoryTemperatures
40 [ kb= 1.9 x 10"la m =(no fractures) J

"rbeprimaryUZ variablesof interestare the bulk permeability, 20 f kb = 2.8 x 10"13m2
kt, _ net rechargeflux. Becausethemallix permeabilityis so (3 100dm1fracture= per meter)

stag, _ ;-aostof the hydrostratigraphicunitsin the UZ, differences 00 , , . _ , , , t • . , • • . * • • .in kb j=itcct differencesin fracturepermeability. For 30-yr-old SNF 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000
and APDs of 57 and 114 kW/acre, thesensitivityof repositorytem- Time (yr)
peramresto kb is consideredfor kb rangingfrom 1.9 x 10-1Sm2 (no

fractures)to 2.8 x 10-x3mz (three100-gsnfracturespermeter). When Figure10. Temperaturehistoryat repositorycenterfor30-yr-oldSN'F,
no fractm'es are present, there is no significant boiling because the a net rechargeflux of 0 mm/yr,and a fixed-dspth, constant-temperattae
small mawix permeability results in very large gas-phase pressures, water table. (a) APD = 114kW/acre. (b) APD = 57 kW/acre.
causing a rise in the boiling temperature,ATb. In the analysis of the
G-Tunnel heater test14 the gas-phase pressure, Ps, gradients in large
mauix blocks (fracture spacing of 3 m) resulted in Ps being tens of
atmospheres above ambient, driving large ATbs, thereby substantially and the durationof the boiling period for the heater test decreased by
suppressing boiling. When no fracturesare present, the very small only 11% relative to the reference case with kb=2.8 xlff13m 2 (the
matrix permeability results in negligible gas-phase flow. The absence same as the reference case in this study). The effect of heat convex:-
of convective and boiling effects results in heat-conduction-dominated tion was to enhanceheat flow away from the dry-out zone (relative to
heat flow and higher Tp=_ than the case with significant convective the case where heat-conduction completely dominated heat flow).
flow in fracturesand boring effects (Fig. 10a and b). Consequently, Tp=k was reduced from 214.1 to 194.2°(3 and tbp was

reduced from 6.5 to 5.8 yr. Incidentally, for the reference case, local

In our previous hydrothermalmodeling study5 it was found that boiling pressure gradients dominate the far-field buoyancy-driven
for kb> 10"14m2, the dry-out rate is effectively not throttledby flow pressure gradients long enorgh for the flow of steam to be vertically
resistance in the fractures. For kb> 10-Hre2, it was also found that symmetrical about the heated horizon. In general, for
heat convection, resulting from large-scale, buoyancy-driven, gas- 10"X'Sm2<kb< 10"qlm2,given sufficiently high AMLs, significant dry-
phase flow, begins to influence heat flow. In a modeling study of in out occurs (unaffected by flow resistance in the fracturesor large-
s/tu heater tests we found that it is necessary for large-scale, scale, buoyancy-driven, gas-phase flow), and thermal performance is
buoyancy-driven, gas.phase, pressure gradients to dominate the local relatively insensitive to kb.
boiling pressure gradients in order for heat convection to have a
noticeable effect on overall heat flow.zt When local boiling pressure As has been covered in our previous study, contrary to the
gradients (that drive steam away from the boiling zone) are more assumption that the kb distribution is isotropic and homogeneous,
dominant than large-scale buoyancy-driven gas-phase pressure gra- actual fracturedistributionsshow significantvariability. 5 In one study,
dients, the flow of steam is vertically symmetrical about the heated water dripping from fractureswas collected along the ceiling of a mn-
horizon. Bemuse the boiling rate is not throttled for kb> lO'14mz, nel complex at Stripo, Sweden.22 It was found that 50% of the mass
increasing kb above this threshold does not increase the rate at which flux occurred from 3% of the flow area and that very little flow

, steam is being generated, but it does increase the tendency for large- occurs over 70% of the flow area. It is not certain to what extent this
scale (i.e., far-field) buoyancy-drivenconvection cells to develop, variability in mass flux was due to stresses induced during the mining

of the drifts. Generally, a large kb measurementis the result of flow
For the heater test calculations, kb=8.3 x 10"Hre2 was found to channeling along a few highly transmissive fracture pathways.

be sufficiently large to allow far-field gas-phase convection to drive Although we assign a homogeneous, isotropic value of Rb in using the
100% of the steam in the boiling zone to the upper condensadon ECM, the local value of kb is probably orders of magnitude smaller
zone.zt Although far-field convection completely dominated the direc- than the Ixdk-averagedvalue for much of the fracturedrock mass.
tion of steam flow, heat flow was still dominated by heat conduction,



For 30-yr-old SNF and an APD of 57 kW/acre, t_ ;': 2075 and back to the boifing zone is much greater than the net recharge flux
2194 yr for the reference case (three100-_m fractm_ _ me:er) and associated with pluvial climatic conditions. Therefore, it appearsthat
the case with no fr_mres, respectively (Fig. 10a). For _t_yr-old SNF the duration of boiling conditions is insensitive to a wide range of
and an APD of 114 kW/acre, tbp is 6503 and 6612 yr for the refer- climatic conditions (and associated net rechargefluxes).
ence case and the case with no fracuu_, respectively (Fig. 10b).
Note that these comparisons were made with the UZ model (which In general, it appearsthat convective effects in either the U'Zor
assumes a fixed-depth, constant-temperature water table). Because SZ a_ not sufficient to cause the thermal performance of the reposi- _,
the rise ill ,_LTb suppresses boiling, the cases with no fractures have tor) to deviate significantly /mm being heat-conductlon-dominated.
higher Tpmk. For 30-yr-old SNF and an AID of 57 kW/acre, Tpuk is Therefore, the duration of boiling, tbp, is primarily sensitive to the
114.9 and 122.7°C for the reference case (three 100-I.tmfracturesper thermal prow,fties and th_-mal loading conditions and much less se
meter)and the case with no fractures,respectively (Fig. 10a). sitive to the highly spatially and temporallyvariable ambienthydroto_ •

gic properties and conditions. The determinationof the thermal pro-
For 30-yr-old SNF and an APD of 114 kW/acre, Tp,.,kis 201.6 perties and thermal loading conditions will be associated with a minor

and 222.7°C for the reference case and the case with no fractures, degree of uncertainty and spatial variabgity. Therefore, with ade-
respectively (Fig. 10b). For the case with no fractures,the maximum quate thermal characterization (via in situ and laboratoryheater test-
gas-phase pressure (pg=22.4 atm) at the repository center occurs at ing),21 the basis for the reliable assessment of thermal performanceof
the same time that the temperaturepeaks (tp,_,=527 yr). We find in the repository can be readily established. Moreover, accurate._,_ess-
the steam tables23 that the saturation temperature (equivalent to the merit of repository thermal performance is not dependentor _,_her
boiling temperature) corresponding to ps=22.4 atm is 218.2°C. _oiling results in large-scale dry-out. Therefore, it is not ¢k_._adent
Because of the vapor pressure lowering effect due to capillarity, the on whether our models are capable of accurately accounting for either
actual boiling temperature is slightly higher than the saturationtem- large-scale or small-scale movement of water vapor and liquid in the
peraturein the steam tables. As was observed for the heat pipe effec_ UZ. This is not to say that hydrothermalanalysis of vaporand liquid
in the reference case (Fig. 44:), boiling has a pronounced effect o_t flow is not important to hydrologic performance assessment. The
flattening the temperatureprofile around the nominalboiling tempera- assessment of post-boiling-period hydrologic performance will require
ture, Tb. Because of the large kb in the reference case, PS does not assessing the ability of the dry-out zone to mitigate the impact of
increase significantly above the ambient pressure of 0.896 atm at the nonequititriumfracture flow (under pluvial climatic conditions) on
repository horizon, and the actual boiling temperaturecoincides with the Engineered Barrier System (EBS) and Natural Barrier System
Tb=96°C. ht'general, until heating can drive the liquid salm'ationto (NBS). Post-boillng-period performance of the dry-out zone will
zero, temperatures will be determined by two-phase thermodynamic depend on the effectiveness of condensate shedding duringthe boiling
equilibrium. In the case of no fractures, high pss cause the actual period. The analysis of nonequilibrium fracture flow of condensate
boiling temperature to be much greater than Tb. Because of the very and major episodes of recharge will b _required to establish the
low k b in the case with no fractures, the thermal load is insufficient to effectiveness of condensate _heddingand the robustnessof the boiling
drive water vapor away, thereby lowering the saturation to zero; zone in mitigating the impact of high-flux fractureflow in the UZ.
therefore, temperaturescontinue to be determined by two-phase ther-
modynamic equilibrium. For high thermal loads (which are able to rely on long-term

above-boiling conditions to assure dryWP conditions), the characteri-
Although Tt:,_ is relatively sensitive to whether fractures are zadon and assessment of EBS and NBS boiling period performance

present, as long as buoyancy-driven gas-phase flow does not will be insensitive to the highly spatially and temporally heterogene-
significantly affect the mass flow of steam, tbp is insensitive to ous distributionof ambient hydrologic properties and conditions. For
whethor fracture flow occurs.21When buoyancy-driven gas-phase flow low or intermediate thermal loads (which do not rely on boiling to
dominates the flow of vapor,Tpe,kand tbpare reduced somewhat (but assure dry WP conditions), the characterization and assessment of
not substantially). For kb - 2.8 x 10"13mZ,the local boiling pressme hydrologic performance of the EBS and NBS will be exlremely sensi-
gradients domnutte far-field buoyancy, resulting in heat-conduction- five to the highly spatially and temporally heterogeneous distribution
dominated heat flow for both 57 and 114 kW/acre for 30-yr-old SNF. of ambient hydrologic _e_ and conditions. The hydrologic per-

formance of low or intermediate thermal loads will also depend on
The impact of pluvial cfimatic conditions can _ conservatively the spatial variability in the heat generation rate among the WPs that

investigated by assuming a much wetter initial s_ra_on profile. For

thelow_k,,, units, the ECM-calculated saturationfnofiiecorresponding 250 • • , , , ', . , . , • , , • , , , , .
to a steady-state net rechargeflux of 0.132 mm/yr_ at least one stan-

dard deviation wetter thanthe existing RIB data.I_ A steady-state net [ 0.000 mm/Frrecharge flux of 0.132 mm/yrresults in an initial saturationof 95%at
the repository horizon as compared to 68% for the reference case of 0 f_" 200 _ 0.132 mm/Fr
mm/yr (Fig. 1). Given the low km of most of the UZ, a transition r_ _/_',_N,,,_

from the current saturationprofile to a profile that would correspond Lo 150 t. ,,_
to pluvial climatic conditions may significantly lag behind the change _

in climatic conditions. Assuming that the wansition to the wetter "_. 100 _ ........... _ ............... Tbsaturation profile has already occurred at the time of emplacement is lg
clearly a conservative means of investigating the impact of a pluvial
climate. For 30-yr-old SNF and an APD of 114 kW/aere, we find 50
that in spite of the much wetter initial saturationdistribution in the ,
high net recharge flux case, t_ are nearly identical, with tbp=6523

and 6503 yr for the high and nominal net recharge flux cases, respec- 0 0 ' ' , ' ' , ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
lively (Fig. 11). The high net recharge flux case was associated with 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000
lower T_ because of the higher initial volum¢_c heat capacity of _ (Fr)
the partial"y saturated rock, with Tpea=175.5 and 201.6°(2 for the
high and nominal net rechargeflux cases, respectively (Fig. 11). We Figure 11. Temperatanehistoryat repositorycenter for 30-yr-old SNF, a_n
also found that the liquid flux associated with condensate drainage APDof ll4kW/acre, andafixed-depth, constant-temperaturewatertable.



drive condensate flow from hotter to cooler WPs. As will be dis- Tb, is shown as the light dotted lir_e. Notice that the initial $1 dislri-
cussed in the following sub.section, repository-heat-drivenrefluxing bution (shown as as the light solid line in Fig. 12a-f), correspondsto
even occurs undersub-boiling conditions, a net recharge flux of 0 mrrdyr (Fig. 1). The Si distribution for

nonzero times is plotted as the dashed line; the dark shaded areas
Impact of Refl_sJdngUnder Sub.boiling Co_tions correspond to 52greater than initial (condensate zones) and the light

shaded areas correspond to Sl less than initial (dry-out zone). Notice
The impact of low AM_:_ (::_lting it, sub-boiling conditions that the flattening of the temperatureprofile coincides with the zone

and negligible dry-out) on rel_si_:_::,_'_eat-d'.ivenrefluxing was con- of condensate buildup (Fig. 12a-c). The flattening of the temperature
siderealfor 30- mid 60-yr-old S_[_,:_tt_APDs of 20 and 36.2 kW/acre, profile above the dry-out zone is primarily attributedto the gravity-
We found that even for th_n_ :,_ads ibr w_ich the average peak driven refluxing, or heat pipe effect, while the flattening of the tem-

, temperature never exceeds bo,_,,t_, repository-heat-driven refluxing peratm'e profile below the repository is attributed to condensate
will be significant for tens of thousands of years. Under ambient con- drainage convecting heat away from the boiling zone. Some of the
ditions, the geothermal gradient drives ambient refluxing even ff the condensate generated be._owthe repository horizon has drained to the
net flow of moisture is zero. Depending on what is assumed for water table (Fig. 12a). Above the repository, because nonequilibrium
naturally occurring net recharge flux, repository.heat-driven conden- fracture flow is not represented,the ECM does not predict condensate
sate drainage (and ambient refluxing) will probablybe the dominant shedding. Consequently, condensation above the dry-out zone is
sources of liquid flux in the UZ. manifested by a saturation build-up that persists for at least 100,0(30

yr (Fig. 12f). On the basis of the observation of the "hydrothermal
For 30-yr-old SNF and an APD of 36.2 kW/_: _e (AML=49.2 umbrella" effect of condensate drainage made during the G-Tunnel

MTU/acre equivalent to the reference SCP-CDR ca_ of 57 kW/acre test, the ECM probably significantly overpredicts the tendency for
and 10-yr-old SNF), the ave_,,ge temperature at the repository center hydrothermalperching of condensate above the dry.out zone.
peaks at 89.2°C. Although boiling temperatures never occur,
repository-heat-driven refluxing results in as much as a 1 mm/yr of Figure 12b is plotted at the time the repository center reaches
liquid flux at the repository horizon (90 times the ambient refluxing), its peak temperature (tpe,k=605 yr). This is also when the vertical
For 20-yr-old SNF and an hPD of 20 kW/aere, repository-heat-driven extent of the nominal boiling front reaches its maximum, with T > Tb

refluxing is at least five times greater than ambient refluxing. There. from z =88 to 564 m (nearly to the water table). For this report we
fore, boiling conditions are not required to generate significant define the dry-out front as corresponding to where the normalized
vapor-phase and liquid-phaseflux due to repository heating. Because liquid saturationS'l= 0.9, where S'_is defined as

sub-boiling conditions will also not mitigate the occurrence of deep S__L
nonequilibrium fracture flow (from meteoric sources), hydrologic S'1= $1_imt (5)assessments of low AMLs must account for the superposition of
naturally occurring episodic fracture flow and repository-heat-driven
refluxing for essentially ali the time of regulatory concern, where Sl_iz is the initial liquid saturation. In other words, the dry-out

front occurs where s_ is 10% percent drier than ambient. At t =605
In general, two conditions are required to generate sub-boiling yr, the vertical extent of the dry-out zone is 253 m, extending from

refluxing: liquid water and sufficient thermal gradients. At the reposi- z =205 to 458 m. Figure 12c is plotted at the time (t =2000 yr) the
tory horizon, there are significant differences between sub-boiling dry-out zone reaches it_ maximum vertical extent (372 m), extending
refluxing generated by low AMLs (T<Tb for ali time) and sub- from z=133 to 505 m (within 63 m of the water table). Note that
boiling refluxing generated by high AMLs subsequent to boiling, most of the zenlitized unit (CHnz) is below ambient saturation.
Because of the long lag in re-wetting of the dry-out zone subsequent Notice also that the vertical extent of nominal boiling fronthas col-
to long-term boiling, the repository horizon will have minimal liquid lapsed significantly since repositoryand UZ temperatureshad peaked
saturation for tens of thousands of years (Fig. 12d and e). By the (tt_e,k=605yr).
time enough liquid water returns to the repository horizon to allow
reliuxing, the temperaturegradients will have declined (Fig. 120, and The vertical advance and retreat of the nominal boiling and
the potential for repository-heat-driven refluxing will be substantially dry-out fronts are_lown in Fig. 13a and b. Notice that nominalboil-
reduced. However, because low AMLs are associated with negligible ing front advances faster than the dry-out front prior to tp_k (Fig.
dry-out, sub-boiling refluxing will be facilitated by the availability of 13a). For 605<t <2000 yr, although the nominal boiling fronts are
liquid water during the time that temperatm'e gradientsare steepest already retreating, the dry-out zone continues to expand. After 2000
(Fig. 4a). Therefore, at the repository horizon, post-boiling-period yr, the dry-out fronts begin to reu'eat, but at a slower rate than the
refluxing for high AMLs (thatgenerate substantial dry-out) will prob. nominal boiling fronts. Because the thermal diffusivity of most of
ably be much less than the sub-boiling refluxing associated with low the hydrostratigraphicunits in the UZ is much larger than the wetting
AMLs (which generate negligible dry-out), diffusivity, temperature tends to equilibrate back to ambient condi-

tions much more quickly than does saturation. Notice that it requires
Boiling, Dry-out, and Re-wetting Performance nearly 120,000 yr for the repository saturation to re-wet to within

90% of the initial saturation (Fig. 13b). It requires more than
In the previous sub-sections we primarily focused on the ther- 16"_000 vr for the repository saturation to re-wet to 100% of the

real performance. In this sub-section we examine the relationship of initial saturation.
boiling, vapor and condensate flow to the thermal performance of a
high-AML repository (generating long-term boiling and sub-ambient At t = 11,914 yr, although it is 468 yr since the end of the boil-

, saturation conditions). We also look at the relationship between ther- ing period, the vertical extent of the dry-out zone is still 243 m (Fig.
real performance and re-wetting of the dry-out zone. 12d). Long after boiling has _, the vertical extent of dry-out is

141 m (t =30,000 yr) and the repository has only re-wetted back to
_e boiling, dry-out, and re-wetting performance at the center 15.5% saturation (Fig. 12e). As long as boiling persists, naturally

. of a .)59-acre repository with an APD of 114 kW/acre and 30-yr-old occurring fracture-dominatedflow is unlikely to penewate through the
SNF is examined by plotting the vertical liquid saturation, 51, and dry-out and boiling zones (therebyreaching the WPs and wanspcrdng
temperature profiles (Fig. 12a-f). The temperature distribution is radionuclides). After boiling ceases, the capacity of the UZ to retard
shown as the heavy ._lid line and the nominal boiling temperature, naturally occurring fracture-dominated infiltrationwould continue to
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Fiipare 12. Vertical t_zeralme 0_avy solidcurve) _d liquidsaturafiou(mediumdashedcurve)IzrcCdealong repositorycenle.rlinefor 30-yr-old SNF,
anAPD of 114kW/acre, anda net rechargeflux of 0 mm/yr, includinghy_ flow in the SZ, at (a) t= 1(30yr, Co)I = 605 yr, (c) t= 2000 yr,
(d) t = 11,914 yr, (e) t = 30,000 yr, and (I) t = I00,000 yr. Light shadedarea_ delxhs thataredrier than ambient liquid sammdon (dry-outzone).
Darkshadedareasindicatedepths thatarewetterthanambient liquidsaturation(comknsation zones).

be enhanced because of enhanced mau_ imb_ifion within the thick above.$ This observation may not necessarily apply in the case of a

dry-out zone. Moreover, the capacity to retard fractme-to-matrix-to- very large net recharge flux, which may be associated with pluvial
fracture flow along discontinuous fraclme pathways would also be climatic conditions. Much of the re-wetting is driven by capillary
enhanced. This latter effect may be particularly impommt in the imbibition from below the repository, with the sanmu_ zone (SZ)
high-k, tudts. Under ambient conditions, saturationsin the high-k,, being the primary source of water (Fig. 12d--f). Had the effect of
units may be quite high. Episodic fracture-dominatedflow within condensate shedding been represented in these calculations, samra-
such a unit would not require much wetting of the matrix to develop dons above and below the dry-cut zone would be less than thaicalcu- "r

a fracture-to-mauix-to-fracture "bridge."Drying out such a unit would lated in this study. As long as repository saturationsremain below
substantially increase the wetting requirements of the matrix before the initial profile (con_xmding to gravity-capillary equilibrium),
such a "matrix bridge" could be established between two fractures, matrix-dominated flow below the repository wiU condnue to be

upward, which would lend to transportany .radionuclidespresent in
For a zero net recharge flux, re-welting of the dry-out zone had the malrix back toward the repository.

been observed to occur more from below the repository than from
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Figure 13. Vertical locationof the nominalboiling point fn3nt,Tb, and the dry-out/re-wettingfront along the repositorycenterline for30-yr-old SN-F,an
APD of 114 kW/acre,and a net rechargeflux of 0mm/yr, includinghydrothermalflow in the SZ, during (a) the first20,000 yr and Co)the first 120,000 yr.

Hydrothermal Flow in the Saturated Zone radial extent of the convection cells exceeds 10 km from the reposi-
tory center (Fig. 15b). Because the matrixpermeability of the SZ is

In previous sub-sections we investigated the impact of hydroth- presumablyquite small, these large-scale, buoyancy-driven convection
ermal flow in the SZ on thermo-hydrological performance in the UZ. ceils requirelarge-scale connectivity within the fracturesystem.
The primary focus in this sub-section is to examine the effects of

hydrothermal flow in the SZ on the thermo-hydrologicperformance of The connectivity and bulk permeability of the fracture system
the SZ itself. We examine the sensitivity of SZ thermo-hydrol_,,_,"d in the SZ will be determined through the analysis of multiple-weil,
performance to thermal leading design parametersas well a_ . _;:_ multiple-level, packer tests. However, the use of in situ heater tests
thenno-hydrological properties. We also address the question =_ in the SZ would give us much more direct evidence that the fracture
whether repository-heat-drivenhydrothermalflow in the SZ will dora- properties in the SZ are sufficient to result in significant buoyancy-
inate the hydrological performance of the SZ. We also begin to driven SZ flow. Because the driving force for buoyancy-driven SZ
investigate the magnitude of heat convective effects on heat flow flow is primarilypropagatedby heat conduction (rather thanby direct
between the UZ and SZ. hydraulic communication through connected fracture networks), the

use of SZ heater tests would provide valuable information about the
We compare the magnitude of repository-heat-drivenbuoyancy bulk fracture network properties, which can not be obtained through

flow in the SZ for three cases of 30-yr-old SNF having the same total conventional packer tests. The temperature field acts as a signature
mass of SNF: (1) 20 kW/acre over a repository area of 3162 acres, for convective effects. Diagnostic thermal probes, which are
(2) 57 kW/acre over 1118 acres, and (3) 114 kW/acre over 559 acres, extremely sensitive to differences between conductive and convective
We have observed that temperatures in the SZ build up considerably, heat flow, would also assist in the interpretation of convective
even for low thermal loads (Fig. 5a and b). Although heat convection effects,u The SZ heater tests would provide a valuable tool in under-
does not dominate heat flow in the SZ, after approximately 1000 standing the ambient system as well as how the SZ system responds
years, heat flow in the SZ appears to dominate fluid flow in the SZ. to heaL Assessing the potential significance of heat-driven convec-
This dominant influence of repository-heat-driven flow was found to lion in the SZ with the use of hydrothermal models that were solely

occur for ali APDs investigated, 20 to 114 kW/acre for 30-yr-old and based on packer test data (i.e., without the benefit of SZ heater tests),
60-yr-old SNF. As the SZ temperaturesbelow the repository rise, the may be associated with a high degree of uncertainty.
accompanying decrease in mass density results in significant upward
component of flow from considerable depth, generating buoyancy- Although the geometric details of the convection cells differed,
driven convection cells, we found that the ovez_l magnitude of repository-heat-driven buoy-

ancy flow is relatively insensitive to APD. For example, at t = 5000
Repository-heat-driven convection cells in the SZ require tens yr, the maximum horizontal fracture velocity, (vh)m_, is 1182 m/yr

of thousandsof years to fully develop. As the thermalpulse from the for 20 kW/acre (Fig. 16a), and 1575 m/yr for 114 kW/acre (Fig. 16b).
repository propagates both vertically and radially into the SZ, the Although the APD varies by a factor of 5.7, the difference in (Vh)m_
region over which repository-heat-driven convection occurs continues is only 33% between these two cases. Incidentally, for 57 kW/acre,
to expand during (at least) the first 20,000 years (Fig. 14a--b and (Vh)m_ is 1513 m/yr at t =5000 yr (Fig. 14b). The fracture velocity
15a-b). As this region expands, additional parallel convection cells is obtained by multiplying QecM by the ratio of the total porosity
are added to the convective system. After 1000 years, two convec- divided by the fracture porosity. Using the same bulk permeability,
tion cells have developed (in cross section), extending radially kt,,applied in these calculations (1q,=2.8 x 10"t3m2), and applying a
approximately 2-3 km from the repository center(Fig. 14a); after relatively steep hydraulic gradient of lO-3 m/m results in a Vhof only

" 5000 years, the radial extent of repository-heat-driven convection is 63 m/yr. Therefore, it appears that repository-heat-driven flow may
about 5 Ian (Fig. 14b); after 10,0(30 years, the radial extent of the dominateSZ flow for tens of thousands of years.
convection cells is about 8-10 km (Fig. 15a); after 20,000 yr the
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Repository-heat-driven buoyancy flow in the SZ is a result of has the tendency of artificially lowering temperatures. It is not clear
changes in fluid volume, AV, which occur as the region below the whether the net impact of these two effects causes an overall increase
repository is heated. Because AV increases with AT, the magnitude or decrease of heat in the upper 1000 m of the SZ. We analyzed

of buoyancy flow generally increases with AT. Although AV per unit several cases with no fractureflow (effectively causing heat flow to
volume of heated SZ is less for lower APD, the larger "footprint" be entirely dominated by heat conduction) and found negligible
associated with the low APD repcczitoryresults in a larger overall differences in heat flux crossing the water table. Therefore, the boca-
region where this heat-driven change in vok_me takes piace (compare dary effects which occur 1 Ian below the water table do not affect UZ
Fig. 16a and b). Consequently, for a given amount of dme-integrated temperatures. It should be noted that very little data exist concerning
heat, the cumulative effect of repository heating on driving convec- the vertical extent of connected fracture networks in the SZ and that
tion cells in the SZ is similar over a wide range of APD. In general, the thermal property data below the PPw unit is lacking in the RIB.9
the magnitude of repository-heat-drivenbuoyancy flow in the SZ is We plan to continue our study of repository.heat-driven hydrothermal
insensitive to the actual design of the repository and is primarily sen- flow in the SZ, utilizing other available sources of thermal property
sitive to the dme-integrated heat (i.e., total mass of SNF emplaced in data.2_
the repository). Consequently, the hydrothermal and potential geo-
chemical consequences of heat in the SZ should not be considered a We also examined the sensitivity of buoyancy-driven SZ flow
design issue, but rather the inherent response of the SZ to the to bulk permeability, R b. We found that the threshold R b for
emplacement of a given quantity of SNF. significant buoyancy-driven flow effects occurs somewhere in the

range 10-]6<kb<10-_3m 2. Recall that we had found that the thres-

Notice for t >5000 yr, the isotherms of the temperaturebuildup hold kb for significant dry-out effects occurs in roughly the same
(Figs. 14b, 15a, lYo, 16a, and 16b), show significant deviations rela- range (kb=10-]4m2). Although there are different phases 0iquid-
tive to what would be expected for heat-conduction-dominated heat phase vs gas-phase) involved in these convective processes, it is
flow. These deviations do not arise from the convection of repository interesting to note that approximately the same thresholdkt, applies.
heat; instead they are caused by the convection of hotter water from It is possible that for hydroswatigraphic units that occur both below
below (hotter because of the geothermal gradien0. Because a and above the water table at Yucca Mountain, heater testing in the SZ

,_ constant-propertyboundary is maintained 1 km below the water table could be used to determine whether fracture densities and connectivi-
and liquid flow is both entering and leaving this boundary, the con- ties are sufficient to promote significant dry-out (due to boiling) in the
vection cells are not within a closed loop. Consequently, the boun- UZ. Conversely, heater testing in the UZ would indicate whether the
dary effect prevents cooler water that enters the boundary from cool- fracture properties areconducive to SZ buoyancy flow.

• ing the warmer water leaving the boundary. Therefore, it is possible
that this boundary effect introduces additional heat that would not We also considered the sensitivity of our model results to the
have occurred had the finite extent of the convection cell been fully radial boundary (that assumes the initial pressure, temperature, and
represented in our model. On the other hand, the close proximity of satmation distribution remains constant) located at a radial distance,
a constant-temperature boundary to significant temperature changes r, of 15 km from the repository center. While this boundary has no



impact on hydrothermal flow in the UZ, a small amount of liquid For thermal loading conditions that generate marginal boiling
flows into and out of the outer radial boundary in the SZ for performance, conditions for HFR ro will never be attained. Instead
t _ 50,000 yr. However, this effect does not affect buoyancy-driven there will be a transition from HFR Ia to HFR IIa. For thermal load-
flow for • < 13 km. In future work we intend to increase the radial ing conditions that do not generate boiling conditions anywhere
distance to the outer constant-property boundary and increase the within the repository, HFR I cannot occur and hydrothermal perfor-
depth to the lower constant-property boundary. In general, our mance will commence with HFR IIa.
analysis indicates that the spatial domain that must be accounted for
in the model extends at least 1 km below the water table and at least The hydrothermal flow regimes can be applied anywhere within
15 km radially away from the center of the repository, indicating the the EBS and NBS, including in the SZ. They are particularly useful
extensive spatial extent of repository-heat-driven hydrothermal flow for assessing performance at the WP environment. The HFRs are
effects, plotted for %'Ps at the center of the repository as a function of AML ,

(MTU/acre) and time (Fig. 17), based on the average temperatures
Major Hydrothermal Flow Regimes and Hydrologic Performance predicted by the UZ-SZ model for a wide range of AML scenarios.

Therefore, a given thermal loading scenario is represented by a
The validation of performance assessment (PA) models will be unique value of AML (Fig. 17). Because thermal homogenization

expedited by the development of a methodology for demonstrating takes place prior to the end of the boiling period for high AMLs, the
that critically important features and processes are adequately transition from HFR Ib to HFR IIa can be accurately determined on
represented in the detailed hydrological process models that are the the basis of average repository temperatures. Because thermal homo-
basis for the PA models. The critically important hydrological genization does not take piace prior to the end of the boiling period
processes, and the necessary level of detail required to represent for low to intermediate AMLs, the wansition from HFR Ia to IIa can-
them, change with time after waste emplacement because of the not be accurately determined on the basis of average repository tem-
impact of repository heat. The impact of repository-heat-driven flow perature performance. In order to establish the HFR Ia-to-IIatransi-
on hydrological performance can be described as a series of hydroth- don, detailed calculations accounting for the spatial variabilityof WP
emml flow regimes (tiFRs). Three major HFRs have been identified: heat output are required. Future work involving detailed thermal caI-
HFR I occurs when boiling (and possibly condensate flow) dominates culations will address the impact of the spatial variability of WP heat
hydrological performance, HFR II occurs during the sub-boiling output in order to determine the HFR Ia-to-IIa transition. The spatial
period when the fluid distributionand intrinsic hydrological flow and heterogeneity in I-IFRscan then be plotted as a functionof position in
transport properties are still significantly altered by the repository the repository at various times, or a family of AML-vs-time plots
heat, and HFR HI occurs in the absence of repository-heat-driven could be generated, adequately covering the anticipatedrange of ther-
effects on either the fluid distributionor the intrinsic flow and wan- real loading variability within the repository.
sport properties. Note that the sub-boiling period pertains to either
pre-boiling or post-boiling conditions or for regions that never attain Because the HFR Ia-to-Ib transitionoccurs prior to the time of
boiling conditions, thermal homogenization, this transition cannot be determined on the

basis of average repository temperature performance. Consequently,
Each of the first two major hydrothermal flow regimes can be we show this transition as a dotted line (Fig. 17), indicating that

broken into two sub-regimes. HFR Ia occurs when boiling and con- refinements to its location await furore detailed thermal modeling.
densate flow dominate (or significantly influence)hydrological perfor- This transition corresponds to the coalescence of boiling zones
mance. HFR rv occurs when boiling conditions have coalesced and between neighboring WPs. The details of WP heat generation aside,
extend sufficiently far from the WPs so that boiling conditions dom- the time to boiling coalescence decreases linearly with the overall
inate the hydrological performanceof the WP environment. For HFR heating rate (which is proportional to AML). Therefore, for a given
Po, liquid-phase fracture flow in the vicinity of the WP is exuemely WP heat load distribution, we know that the HFR Ia-to-Ib Iransition
unlikely, has a slope of -1.

During HFR II, fluid flow is dominated by several possible
effects, including (1) residual post-boiling effects of rock dry-out and

condensate buildup, (2) repository-heat-driven refluxing under sub- _ [ • . . _ ' ' , _ ' ' ' _ • ' ' w/ ' ' _ 'r '

boiling conditions, and (3) propertyalteration arising from changes in _ [ \ / /
temperalme or fluid saturations. These residual repository-heat-driven

effects can be divided into two categories: HFR Ha involves the _ L /

impact of flux change and fluid rediswibution (the residual di'y-out _ 102 [ la _ lb / ///

and condensate zones) and intrinsic property alteration; and HFR lib
involves the repository-heat-driven alteration of the intrinsic proper- . \

ties of the hydrologic-geochemical system (e.g., alteration of malrix [ \ _/'/permeability, km, due to dehydration). HFR IIa persists as long as
fluid saturations (and fluxes) are in the process of being re- _ _ _L/ Ha //

equilibratedback to a distribution that is dominated by ambient bonn- a_ __ / ///,/ lib

dary conditions. HFR Ilo persists as long as some of the intrinsic
hydrologic-geochemical properties (e.g., km) remain altered (relative E

to their pre-emplacement values). The final hydrothermal flow 101r, , . , . . r I , . , re/. , , ' . , • I , ,
regime, HFR III, pertains to when the fluid saturationand flux dislri- ¢
bution are dominated by ambient conditions, and the inwinsic 100 101 102 10¢ 104 10¢ 10¢
hydrological-geochemical properties have been restored to pre- Tlme(yr)
emp_::_ement values. If the climatic conditions have not changed,
HFR [] is the same as pre-emplacement ambient flow. lt is likely Figure 17. Hydrothermalflow regimes la (boiling/condensation-
that conditions for HFR III will never be attained within the region dominated),1"o(above-boiling-dominated),Ha(sub-boiling, thermally-
that impacts the performance of the EBS and NBS except close to the alteredflow and thermally-alteredintrinsicproperties),and IIb(ambient
ground surface, flow and thermally-alteredintrinsicproperties).
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For high AMLs (resulting in a signiticant rock dry-out zone), For higher APDs, the resulting large region of above nominal
the transition from HFR IIa to HFR IIb cam be clearly established boiling temperaturesmakes fracttae flow at the repository, horizon
because it is based on the duration of sub-ambient saturation condi- extaemely unlikely. We also nnu uLa_tt is unlmeiy mt convective
tons. We found in this study as in previous works that the time flow effects will be sufficient to cause heat flow to deviate from being
requiredto re-wet the repository back to an'blent saturationconditions he_lt-conduction.dominated. Moreover, the duration of the boiling
is anywhere from 10 to 20 times longer than the duration of the boil- period is found to be insensitive to net recharge flux (even for pluvial¢
ing period, tb. The HFR IIa-to-IIb transition is very sensitive to climate conditions) and to whether large-scale rock dry-out occurs.
changes in the hydrologic properties of t_tefracturesand matrix. For Therefore, under boiling conditions, hydrologic performance is
example, dehydration of the matrix may cause significant changes in governed by the system's thermal loading conditions and thermalpro-

,_ km, affecting the re-wetting diffusivity of the dry-out zone. Because perties. These factors can be more readily determined and are much
there is very little datz related to the impact of repository heat on the less variable thanmany of the parameters associated with the ambient
intrinsic hydrological properties of the UZ, we show the HFR IIa-to- hydrogeological system. Moreover, the thermal properties are rela-
IIb transition as a dotted line. For low to intermediate AMLs (which tively insensitive to hydrothermally driven geochemical effects.
do not result in significant dry-out effects), the durationof HFR IIa is Because the thermal diffusivity is much larger than the. re-wetting
based on the duration of significant repository-heat-driven refluxing diffusivity of most of the UZ, temperature tends to equilibrate back to
under sub-boiling conditions. Because we have not yet evaluated the ambient conditions much more quickly than does matrix saturation.
threshold for significant refluxing effects, we have tentatively located Consequently, the matrix saturation within the dry-outzone extending
the HFR IIa-to-IIb transition for low AMI.a (Fig. 17). above and below the repository horizon will remain below ambient

long after boiling has ceased. Sub-ambient matrix saturations will
CONCLUSIONS add to the capacity of the UZ to retardfracture flow during the post-

boiling-period.
This study examined the impact of repository thermal condi-

tions on long-term hydrological performance of the unsaturatedzone The characterization and assessment of fracture flow retardation
(UZ) and the upper 1000 m of the saturated zone (SZ) at Yucca under sub-boiling or ambient conditions in the UZ at Yucca Mountain
Mountain. Hydrothermal flow calculations were conducted with the are extremely formidable. The main problems arise from the very
uv of the V-TOUGH code and the Equivalent Continuum Model nonlinear dependence of fracture flow on the highly heterogeneous
(ECM) for APDs ranging from 20 to 114 kW/aere and 30- and 60- distribution of fracture and matrix properties, the uncertainty in
yr-old SNF with a burnupof 33,000 MWd/MTU. We also considered characterizing net recharge flux under either currentor future (plu-
21-yr-old SNF (with a burnup of 43,573 MWd/MTU) and 26-yr-old vial) climate conditions, and the impracticality of incorporating the
SNF (with a burnup of 39,585 MWd/MTU). Our repository-scale complex details of variable aperture fracture networks in numerical
model utilized axisymmetry about the centerof the repository, and models.
averaged the thermal load over a 4.6-m-thick disk with a diameter
corresponding to the repository area being modeled. Our analysis Depending on the numberof fuel assemblies per WP and varia-
indicates that the spatial domain, which must be accounted for in the tions in the WP heat output, local boiling conditions can persist for
model, extends at least 1 km below the water table and at least 15 km hundreds of years even if average repository temperaturesappear to
radially away from the center of the repository. Our models include be indicative of sub-boiling conditions. Depending on what is even-
boiling and condensation effects and the convection of latent and sen- tually determined for the net recharge flux, the liquid-phase flux asse-
sine heal In general, these models predict a drying out of the near- ciated with sub-boiling refluxing may be large relative to the naturally
field rock by boiling of the vadose water in the rock matrix and the occurring infiltration. Therefore, even for thermal loading scenarios
flow of water vapor through fractures to cooler regions, where it con- that entirely avoid boiling conditions, repository-heat-driven hydroth-
denses. Because of the very low matrix permeability of the host ermal flow will significantly impact flow in the UZ. Repository-
rock, condensate will drain considerable distances along fractures heat-driven buoyancy flow is also found to dominate ambient flow in
before being totally imbibed by the matrix. The combination of the SZ. The magnitude of repository-heat.driven buoyancy flow in
vapor flow away from the heat source and gravityMrivm condensate the SZ is far more dependent on the total mass of emplaced spent
flow down fractures tends to promote shedding of condensate off the nuclear fuel (SNF) than on the details of SNF emplacement, such as
top and down the sides of the boiling zone. Below the repository the hPD or SNF age. Consequently, the hydrothermal and potential
horizon, condensate drains immediately away from the boiling zone, geochemical consequences of heat in the SZ shouldnot be considered
thereby enhancing the dry-out rate. Because the ECM substantially a design issue, but rather the inherent response of the SZ to the
underpredicts the beneficial manner in which condensate shedding emplacement of a given quantity of SNF. Even for low thermal load-
enhances reek dry-out, it is conservative with respect to the spatial ing scenarios, the effects of repository-heat-driven condensate
extent and duration of boiling conditions, drainage, buoyancy flow in the SZ, and elevated temperatures are

likely to result in geochemical changes that may significantly alter the
Given that liquid flow along preferen_l fracture flow paths flow and transportproperties of the natural barriersin both the LrZ

provides the most likely means of bringing liquid water to WPs and and SZ.
u'ansponing radionuclides to the water table, three general features, or
mechanisms, tend to mitigate the potential release and transp_ of We find for high AMLs (resulting in long-term boiling and
radionuclides. The first is discontinuity in preferential fracture flow sub-ambient saturation conditions) that liquid-phase flux associated
paths. The second is liquid-phase dispersion in fractme networks, with vapor flow and condensate drainage during the boiling period as
which results as flow branches from a preferential fracture pathway well as re-wetting of the dry-out zone during the post-boiling-period

"_ into lateral fractures. The third mechanism is fracture-matrix inter-ac- is much greater than the net recharge flux associated with pluvial
rien. For thermal loading conditions that result in sub-boiling condi- climatic conditions. Even for low AMI.a (resulting in insignificant
tions, the predominant mode of fracture-matrix interaction is dry-out due to boiling), repository-heat-driven hydrothermal flow will

• capillary-driven fracture-to-matrix flow, called matrix imbibition. For dominate UZ and SZ flow. Therefore, the most important
APDs .*esdlting in marginal boiling conditions, the variability in the consideration in determining whether the Yucca Mountain site is suit-
heat generation rate among the WPs may result in condensate flow able for the emplacement of heat-producing, high-level nuclear waste
from hotter to cooler WPs (and possibly to the water table), increas- is how heat moves fluid that is already present at Yucca Mountain;
ing the adverse effects of fracture flow. the impact of water that has yet to infiltrate at Yucca Mountain is of



secondary importancefor high AMLs, and is, at best, of equal impor- involving hydrothermal-geochemical-geomechanical coupling cannot
rance for low AMLs. be en_ely resolved either in the laboratory or through modeling.

Moreover, cridcal hydrological performance issues cannot be entirely
Because of the dominance of repository-heat-driven hydrother- resolved by ambient property measurements conducted during site

real flow, pre-emplacement groundwater travel time has no physical characterization. Therefore, in situ heater tests at various hydrostrati-
relevance to hydrological performance. Moreover, conditions that are graphic intervals (above as well as below the repository horizon) will
conducive to deep nonequilibrium fractureflow in the UZ also benefit be critical to addressing such issues. _,
rapid shedding of condensate away from the boiling zone, thereby
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